
Recharge
1. Be mindful

2. Plan in microbreaks

3. Self compassion

Align the way you eat with your core values
Start simple – success breeds success
Tell your friends and family
Create a vision board
Follow social media accounts that make you feel good about
yourself.

Boost your motivation

Kickstart
 

Refocus
Create healthy habits that lead to sustainable change rather than
focusing on short term lifestyle overhauls.
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Refocus, recharge, and boost your motivation.

www.missionnutrition.co.nz
info@missionnutrition.co.nz

The habit loop

https://missionnutrition.co.nz/


ALL NUTRIENTS ARE IMPORTANT
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I will ___________________ at ____________________ in ____________________
                Action                          Time                           Location

How I will make this habit obvious:

How I will make this habit attractive:

How I will make this habit easy:

How I will make this habit satisfying:
________________________________________________________________________

I will ___________________ at ____________________ in ____________________
                Action                          Time                           Location

How I will make this habit obvious:

How I will make this habit attractive:

How I will make this habit easy:

How I will make this habit satisfying:
________________________________________________________________________

HEALTHY HABITS
I will ___________________ at ____________________ in ____________________
                 Action                          Time                           Location

How I will make this habit obvious:

How I will make this habit attractive:

How I will make this habit easy:

How I will make this habit satisfying:
________________________________________________________________________

https://missionnutrition.co.nz/
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Creating a healthier life with Claire Turnbull's 
'It's a Beautiful Day' planner

Mention this workshop
at the time of booking to

get a $15 discount off
your initial appointment!

Daily and weekly planners
Weekly challenges focused around nutrition,
exercise, sleep and mental wellbeing
Goal setting and tracking
Space for your TO DO list and notes pages
Healthy habit reminders
Healthy recipes
Inspirational quotes
Mindfulness exercises
Gratitude reminders
Undated so can be started at any time

Click here for more information 
and to order your planner.

Create positive changes that last.
If you want to make it easier to live a healthier life,
boost your mood and create new healthy habits to
help you keep on track, my planner is what you need!

The planner has been specifically designed without
dates so you can start using it whenever you like! It is
the perfect size to fit in your bag and with its
beautiful cover, it is both stylish and durable.

https://missionnutrition.co.nz/
https://www.shop.claireturnbull.co.nz/home

